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ABSTRACT.

This work aims to explore the linking of bodyparts and the internal interaction of material, body and
motion in order to establish a new relationship between body and dress.
The common system in construction of dress is based on an absent body, consequently dividing it
into predetermined pieces, where the parts of the body are being isolated from eachother. With the
intention of challenging those fixed structures, the work proposes a change of order in dress through
a change of practice when investigating the linking possibilities within the body.
Based on the elasticity of the moving body and the haptic perception, in terms of constructing directly on the own body, the work presents a series of examples which connects and compose dress
from new positions of the body.
This should be considered a contribution to what is perceived as dress and bridging the gap in the
lacking discussion between body and dress.
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2.1. Introduction to the field.
2.1.2. Body/Society/Dress
The body as relative and elastic
In Einsteins theory of relativity one can say that the view of the world underwent a dramatic change, from something being utterly static and absolute to the
notion that anything carrying energy and mass being able to curve space and
time, which could be described as a fourth dimension, constituted by elasticity.
This meaning that the mass and the movements of bodies are in fact rather relative, inherent of elastic properties and carriers and creators of the fourth dimension. (Aardse & Van Baalen 2010)

”Elasticity: is the ability to return to the resting
condition when subjected to an external force.”
(Findings on elasticity, Aardse & Van Baalen 2010)
Here stating that when viewing the body it should not be in adherence to being
looked upon as only a static form because of its mass and contours, but as a flexible being with all its properties.

Fig. 1. Movement Study, Picture from Das Triadisches Ballett,
Oskar Schlemmer.

Body/Dress
Bodies are socially constituted. When discussing body in society, its referred to as a dressed body in that it is a carrier of culture, identity and gender. Dress
is what puts the human in the discussion of society, meaning that dress is what makes the body into a matter of social studies and structures within society.
(Entwistle & Wilson 2001, Corrigan 2008) Yet, as Entwistle & Wilson profoundly argues, there has been a considerable lack of discussion concerning the relationship of body and dress when looking into social studies. In sociologist theories that stresses dress as a fact it neglects the body, whereas likewise studies on
body leaves out dress from the discussion. They accentuates the fact that dress is a complete embodied practice, when attending to the body, with the body. A
practice which she describes to be a phenomena inherent in the social world and its order. Dress is a situated bodily practice. (Entwistle & Wilson 2001, Entwistle
2000)
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2.1.2. Construction of dress
This separation of body and dress, not only present in the social theory studies, but also a fact to be found when turning to the actual dress, the making
of dress is lacking in relationship with the actual body. After dress has undergone the different steps from its origin historically, through industrialization and commercialization, principles for effectiveness in producing dress
in terms of construction has been brought about. Based on templates and
principles of a static, approximated, yet absent body, found from a focus on
both contours of the bodily form as a static mass, and blocked into predermined pieces and positions for building dress as a puzzle which is to be put
on/around the body as a capsule.(Lindqvist, 2013) (Fig. 2 & 3)
Inger Öberg and Hervor Ersman (1999) describes in the preface of their
manual of classic patternmaking this to be the natural, preferred working
method when developing dress, as they explain the students to gain from
having clear examples and guidelines of principle to work and base their
own ideas from.
The body is within that system the last step for dress, although as Entwistle
(2000) already clarified dress to be an embodied practice. The embodying of
dress is coming to live when dress already exists and has little to contribute
in the possibilities in what dress could be, yet does little to the possibilities
that could be found within the body and its relational and elastic properties.
With this said, the methods within the making of dress has grown to a
static practice, practiced through the idea of a static body. Adding to this
statement, design methods in general are growing into a vivid field of practice-led research(further discussed in the method chapter) which would not
be described as static. Thus, in the area of dress the practice-led methods
are still most often bouncing back towards the known fundaments to which
dress is studied, the positions, compositions, definitions and predetermined
principles general patternmaking is describing body and dress through.

Fig.2. Classic Pattern Templates

Fig.3. Dress Stand of standardised body
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2.1.3. Dress Historically
Certainly, dress has not always been a static practice, as it derives
from the need for protection, adorning and warming of body, an active procedure of ’attending to the body, with the body’, starting out
with placing hides or fabric towards the body. Relating the material
to the body with the use of wrapping techniques and simple fastening techniques in order to make the material into a garment.(Broby
Johansen 1963) The body being present in the shaping and making
of the dress. (Fig. 4 & 5.)
The early wrap garments being described as the only garments
that does not lock themselves to certain bodyparts, the draped and
wrapped weave built a whole, when dressing the body.(Broby Johansen 1963) The wrap technique, building dress through pleating and
wrapping fabric around body was also explained to avoid violent and
sudden movements, bringing the wearer to at all times keep their
cool.
From this embodiment in making dress, systems have been founded,
years and years of practicing dress have created a common knowledge for logic positions and parts of body to base the system of
modern dressmaking.(Lindqvist 2013, Hamre, Meedom 1978) That
first research of wearing and dressing should be seen as a valuable
notion of how we understand body and dress, however when finding the systems of constructions, some interesting aspects within
the methods have been left out in the systemized dress and wearing.
Such as the active approach of body and cloth, shaping garments
not necessarily encapsulating the body, the several relationships and
links within the body which are not represented in classic patternmaking and classic garment-types, as well as the use of the body and
its perceptory senses. The bodily understanding is not included in
the systemized construction of dress, dress becoming rather a shell
than active agents.

Fig.4. Ancient wrap dress.

Fig.5. Ancient wrap techniques for dress.
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2.1.4. Perception & Senses
Another defining aspect when studying theoreticizing and also the making of
dress, has been the use of the different senses. Here the vision has played the
greatest part in our understanding and studying of dress and body(Corrigan
2008). Although, describing social interactionism in that embodying is built
from the ’doings’ of people, - the body is not something people have, it’s something they do, describes the importance of activity and performative qualities of body and dress. Stating that body and its embodying is the fact of interaction in society, however this embodying is studied and understood mostly
through sight and vision. Referring to sociologist Georg Simmel, in asserting
”The eye creates the I”.(Vannini & Waskul 2016)
Conclusions to be drawn from this could be that the dominance of visual
perception and understanding of dress and body may be a part in the static
view and use of body in dress, in that the receptory sense of vision turns the
activity into a still image or something primarily understood from outside of
the activity.
2.1.5. Haptic Perception

Fig.6.Wrapping of sari; garment created actively. Attending to the body with the body.

The haptic perceptive system is based on touch, tactility and movement. Building the perception from the all over neuroconnections on the body. It is described to have a high impact on every other sense as well as creating awareness
of surroundings, consciousness, thoughts and actions.(Grünwald 2008) Haptic
Perception allows us to create understanding through active exploration, which
described by Gibson: ”The sensibility of the individual to the world adjacent to
his body by use of his body”.
Connecting back to Entwistle (2000), in dress being an embodied practice of
’attending to the body, with the body’, stating that dress could be understood,
studied as well as made through a more active approach of the body.
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2.1.6. The Holistic Body
To be found in these discussions concerning dress and how it’s commonly made is the notion of how classic constructon divides the body into predetermined
pieces and placements, isolating the parts of the body from eachother. However, it can be clearly stated that the body is a holistic being which should be understood as a whole. In ”The Body has its Reasons”, Thérèse Bertherat & Carol Bernstein (1989) elucidates the importance of recognizing all links and relationships
within the body, meaning that if feeling that you’re not relating to your body, it’s because we’re not being observant of the relationships of the parts of the body to
one another.
		

”Perceiving yourself in a fragmentary way leaves you, therefore, as vulnerable as an ostrich
and deprives you of the possibility of fulfilling all the recources of flexibility and beauty that reside in your
body, which is, whether you know it or not, an indissoluble unity.”

		

(Thérèse Bertherat & Carol Bernstein 1989. The body has its reasons. p 38)

This fundamental understanding of the body, is also present in holistic body practices such as yoga, which means ’union, or to join.’ Visualised here in the triangle postion(trikonasana), (fig. 7.) where through the position all bodyparts are activated and linked to eachother, building strength and flexibility in the body as a
whole.

Fig.7. Trikonasana yoga posture.
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Looking into other types of body practices/exercise it can be stated that when running, the whole body is
working as a whole,(Fig.8) connecting to itself through the practice, action and movement is happening
through and because of the cooperating bodyparts. Whereas for example bodybuilding or classic gym
training is treating the body more separately, dividing it to pieces and not being as considerate about the
internal relationships. (Fig.9)

Analysis/Conclusion:
The division in different approaches of body.

Fig.8.

Presented above is the understanding that lay the foundation for what will be investigated through this
project. Questioning the fixed ideas of dress through a change of order in the making of dress, where the
body and its relationships could play a greater part in what is considered dress.
Fig.9.
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2.2 State of the art

Margiela
A change of order in dress has been dealt with in many ways, often
through deconstruction, for example and in particular at Margiela,
where the order of dress is discussed. Revealing and questioning
the foundations of dress through deconstruction of the actual dress.
Investigating the relationship between body/dress, wearing, through
deconstruction of garments, showcased through distortion, arranging and positioning.

Change of order/Searching the relationships

Fig.10.

Fig.11.

Hart + Lëshkina
Photographer duo, whom work from an almost performative aspect, placing
& displacing the body, arranging with objects, bodies & garments. Presenting
another view of the body with works showcasing from new angles, using the
flexibility of the body through a sculptural outlook. Could be described as visual
work that mediates haptic perception through a visual perceptive form.

Fig.12.
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Rickard Lindqvist
Important to mention here is the PhD work of Rickard
Lindqvist where he argues the common system used
for patternmaking to distance the body from the dress
with making templates of a standardized body, dividing
it into representational pieces founding the relationship
between body and dress on an absent body instead of an
actual body.
Therefore an alternative system for patternmaking is developed in his work, where fundamental lines and points
have been found after studying and working with a live
body. (Lindqvist 2015)

Fig.13. Issey Miyake, A-poc

Fig.14. Issey Miyake, A-poc

Fig.15. Issey Miyake, Pleats Please

Issey Miyake
With the philosophy of clothing made from “a Piece of Cloth,” a concept which explores not only
the relationship between the body and clothing, but also the space between them. This investigated through the A-Poc collection which were knitted in one piece from one yarn. Making it into
an act when cutting out the pieces and all garments appear.
Also in the pleats please collections where the body is viewed as the architecture for dress, deciding & enabling the shape of the cloth. This matter investigated and carried out through the
construction of the pleated material. The philosophy of body invigorating dress could be connected to the ancient wrap dresses, the body and its properties being used as a unit in resulting in
movement and shape of garment. Garment depending on the wearer.

Fig 16. Rickard Lindqvist. Lines for developed theory of
patternamaking.
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The act of body
Oskar Schlemmer
A Practicioner from the Bauhaus school, using
the body as the prime medium. Through choreography, movement/dance, letting body perform and abstract shape. Stating his fundamentals: ’One should start with a dot, a line, a bare
surface . . . the body; and with simple colours .
. . with materials . . . with space . . . its laws and
its mysteries . . . with one’s physical state’.

Fig.18.

Fig.17.

Linnea Bågander (BA)
Within her BA work Linnea Bågander explored movement
through the linking of bodyparts and material, pointing out
the relationship between bodyparts and establishes the body
as a wholec. The investigation focusing on the points and the
movement, while not the extraction of new garment types
based on the bodily relationship findings. Also in this work,
the full expression of the dress is developed through the body
and its movement. Investigating body and dress relationship
in order to create movement.

Fig.19.

Nicole Van Vuuren (RMIT)
In her degreework investigating the relationship between body and dress through the activity
of the body. Creating shapes that were arranged on body through dressing, and fastened onto
body with the use of elasic bodysuits, attending to the body, with the body. The wearer creates
the composition and position of the garments, which provides changeable result and wearing.
Presented as a performance of getting dressed in the pieces. Providing a change of order in positioning and wearing through the activity.
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2.2.1.Discussion (formulating gap)

The works presented have in many ways clear similarities to this project in
the notions of changing order in dress, a well as through the activity of the
body. Connecting back to Entwistle & Wilson (2001) they can be described
as presenting dress as an embodied practice, while laying the focus on different aspects of the embodying.
One could describe it as the body being either the stage or the performer,
while in some cases both.
In the work of Margiela the body could be seen as the stage, a site where
the relationship between the body and whats put on it is being questioned,
yet displayed through how they’re placed in relation to what’s known as the
norm. One could say that when working with the rearranging of known
garments and change their relation to or on the body, the garment works as a
represent for the body.
Connecting back to previous discussion concerning construction of dress,
when stating that general patternmaking is defining how the areas and parts
of the body is understood. The notion that one sees the two arms and the
upperbody in such a clear relation to eachother, may very well be that the
parts are commonly isolated together through sweaters or shirts. Same goes
for the line that divides upperbody from down part of the body, dividing the
body between hip and waist, because of where trousers or skirts usually have
their startingline, and from there isolates the leg to be related to echother. In
the decontruction work of Margiela as well as in the photographic work of
Hart+Lëshkina this order is being discussed through positioning, one can
say the the body works as a site for presenting this order. Whereas in the
works of Miyake, the body may be described more as the performer, performing itself and dress through itself, here the change of order between body
and dress can be described as dress becoming dress through body, changing
its order through the act of body. While presenting this, the positions and
defnitions of dress is not questioned in this work, but placements relating to
the common knowledge of how body is presented through garments. Both
the works of Margiela and Miyake may throgh this analysis be described
as somewhat bouncing back and laying its foundation from the common
methods of dress. Although profoundly through their work stating the importance of body for dress to become dress.

In the work of Bågander, aiming for movement the body is a performer, and
dress is being the medium for the body to perform with. In comparing with this
project one could simply describe it as Båganders work focus on garment to generate movement, whereas this work is the other way round; movement/activity
of body to generate dress.
Lindqvists work on the other hand is based on a study of the moving elastic
body, finding new points and lines to build dress from, likewise this project it
proposes a development of dress through a developed understanding of the
moving body. But the work is understood in relation to common areas for dress,
concerning types of garments.
The performing qualities in dance performances, such as Oskar Schlemmers, the
body could be considered both a performer and a site for performance, the activity and arrangement of body/ies is the actual creation. The body is the producer
of the outcome, using shapes, forms, costume to underline itself. Similarly in the
degreework by Nicole van Vuuren, the body could be described as both site and
performer. The activity of the body when getting dressed is the engine for what
will become, and the material positioned on the body creates a change of order
in the wearing. Hence the order could be considered changed in the wearing
and in the making. However connecting to the deconstructivist approach in
having certain detailing fom archetypical garments in defining them. Questions
that arise from this, are the detailing as well as the garment types referring to
the common knowledge of patternmaking, and through this, a reference to the
fixed view of the bodily relationships? For the work presented in this report the
dealing with body as the generator and active agent for dress will be considered
key. The deconstruvist way of working with garment references will be left aside
to keep a clear focus on the bodily relationships as such.
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2.3 Motive
As discussed previously, one can find a lacking relationship between body and
dress, pointing to the neglection of relationship between the two as well in social
theory as in the common methods for the making of dress. (Entwistle, Corrigan,
Lindvist, Hamre Meedom) One might refer back to Einstein(Aardse & Van Baalen, 2010), expressing that the body belongs to the fourth dimension, while the
making of dress could then be considered being stuck in the third dimension.
May the common methods of creating dress, based on templates of a standardised and absent body, with the dominance in visual perception and not the actual
interaction with the body be a cornerstone in the sociological studies absenced
discussion between body and dress?
If the view of body and the relations within it is restrained to the relational order
the common systemization of dress has put up for us, can the relationships and
orders be fully investigated? This work aims to challenge those fixed structures,
through its very practice and throughout the whole process, as the body resides
greater potential than what has been explored through dress.

This approach is proposing to bring forth several important results in the
development of dress, in terms of new garment types, new types of wearing,
with developed techniques of making for those matters, as well as suggesting a new method for designing. These new viewpoints of dress should be
considered a contribution to what is perceived as dress and bridging the gap
in the discussion between the two.
Rising questions concerning our fixed paths and what is considered as truth,
opting for an active and reflective exploration in order to find new truths
and shine light on what connects things to eachother. Do not neglect the
body and embodying, as it is the common matter that reflects and connects
to all things in society.

With a view of the body as a whole, investigating which links and relationships
body and dress can create in order to challenge and push the common perception and definitions of dress. Arguing the fundamental importance of body
when creating dress, connecting back to the principals and definitions of haptic
perception, using the formal understanding of the active body, attempting a
change of order in dress through a change of order in the actual practice and
methods of making.
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2.4 Aim

TO EXPLORE THE LINKING OF BODYPARTS AND THE
INTERNAL INTERACTION OF MATERIAL BODY AND
MOTION IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH A NEW RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN BODY AND DRESS
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3.1 Method & Development
3.1.1 Practice-led design methods as initiation of
change.
In an attempt of trying to define designing, John Chris Jones (1992) describes
it as the ’initiation of change in man-made things’. Concluding and describing the change in practice for a designer, what once was focused on making
drawings at the sketch-board is now a field of new and emerging techniques
and methods, that pushes the boundaries in both what is considered a design practice, as well as products derived from this. Formulating this broader
approach of the artistic practice and the artistic process includes not solely
the making of drawings or sketches but as he writes, ’also the planning of the
complete life history of the product.’
He further stresses the importance of bringing forth new methods in order to
develop the growing complexity of the man-made world, as the ’initiation of
change in man-made things’ does not necessarily come from the maker-ofdrawings, but rather from the maker-of-things. This implying designers to be
skilled craftsmen and that new methods for designing should be compared
and perhaps grow with and from the methods of craft evolution.
Taking on the same discussions, Katie Bunnell (2015) writes for The Design
Journal (vol. 3, issue 3) in her article ’Designing through making’, describing
craft skill to be of great importance and an integral element of the designing
through making as a valuable and emergent method in the field of design
methods.
In the methods of designing through making the both activities are linked
and integrated into depending on each other, consisting of a process that is
open and evolving leading to an outcome clearly depending on the maker and
its intentions, altogether shaped by the individual experience and knowledge
of the maker and chosen variables. Resulting in an ongoing dialogue between
the maker, material and process. She states ’Designer-makers’ as to often work
with a chosen medium for a certain time, building a personal and visual voca-

bulary and body of knowledge through adopting and adapting processes.
Craft as a cornerstone in the processes of design may seem as an obvious part
of design practice in general, but looking historically it has been viewed with
a considerable lesser status than both art and design. But as Bunnell (2015)
cites Polyani(1969) when describing craft to be ’a personal and subconscious intelleigence, linking hand and brain.’ And by Crafts Council research by
Cusworth and Press, she further cites: ”A notion of intelligent making.. that
is a mix of formal knowledge, tacit knowledge, physical and mental skill,
contextual awareness, innovation and personal creative autonomy. These are
applied to a practice that involves a skilful achievement of relevance in identifying an objectified focus for the craft process, invention of concepts, forms
and techniques, an appropriate expression, the exercise of judgement, skills in
construction and presentation.’
The emerging means for making in the field of artistic research is discussed in
Knowing through making: The Role of the artefact in practice-led research, by
Maarit Mäkelä (2007).
She argues the importance of practice-led research and states the methodological question of this practice to be: ’how can art or design practice interact
with research in such manner that they will together produce new knowledge,
create a new point of view or form new, creative ways of doing research?
Expressing ’the making’ and the products of making to be essential parts of
research in the attaining, bearing and production of knowledge.
With this emerging field of practicioners in both art and design, developing
their research and methods through their very practice, has also raised concerns on how this practice-led research can completely fit under the roof of
qualitative research which it yet resides. Brad Haseman (2006) is discussing
the possibility of a third group of research next to the quantitative and the
qualitative models, one which views the practice and its outcome, as proof in
itself. He turns to J.L Austins notion of performativity, in being an action that
creates effects.
”In the double articulation involved in creative arts research, practice brings into
being what, for want of a better word, it names. The research process inaugurates movement and transformation. It is performative.”
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In discussing this potential of a performative paradigm
in artistic research, Bolt (2008) looks at Brad Hasemans’s
article ’A Manifesto for Performative Research’(2006) She
denotes the fact that through her practice, the artist comes
into being, meaning that art practice can be understood
as performative in that it produces art as an effect of itself.
Outlining clear similarities in the fields of performance
and artistic research in terms of repetition and difference,
quoting Derrida: ’iterability- whether it is in performing
language, performing gender or performing art- is the
mechanism through which there is movement and transformation.’ With the term différance, explaining that each
iteration is ’constitutive, productive and originary causality.’ Understanding this, that the principle of performativity
is iterability and iterability being built out of difference.
Bolt describes:
”Thus far, my account of performativity provides an alternative account of how ’the new’ emerges through iterative
practice. Here, singularity is not the conscious transgressive
singular act of the artist, but rather ’singularity’ arises in
and through re-iteration and citation. We see this ’pattern’
in our own practices and those of our students. It allows
us to begin to recognize the conventions (context of theory,
context of practice) and map the ruptures that shift practice. Further, it allows us to understand art as an effect and
appreciate what art does in the world.”
(A Performative Paradigm for the Creative Arts?,Barbara Bolt, 2008)
This project will be based and formulated through the
means of a practice-led research. As discussed previously
it can be found that even though new means for designing
garments occur, through practice-led design processes, the
result most commonly refers to the systemized method
that dress refers to body (fig.20).

With a method built from and with the body itself, the practice will search for an initiation of
change through linking and relating shapes along and across the body(fig.21). The principle
could be described as having clear similarities to ancient wrap dresses, but with the intention of
from the linking of bodyparts, bring out actual new shapes and ways of wearing garments(fig.22).
So in order to work for an initiation of change, this work will be based on a change of order,
turning to the body as the first step. Through the activity, the answers will be found. Knowing
through making. (Bunnell 2015, Määkelä 2007, Bolt 2008, Haseman 2006)

Lines of divided body in clas- Blocks & isolations in classic
sic dress
dress.

The blocking and parting into pieces in classic
dress/construction imitates the outlines of the
body, creating a break in the construction of
dress where limbs are joined.
However, where the breaks and joints are
made, the potential within the relationships
between bodyparts and how they through movement affect and work together are removed.

Fig.20

Body as a whole.
Possible linking and connections within the body.

Fig.21.

Ancient roman wrap
dress

Example of extracted parts from directions in the wrap dress

Fig.22.
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3.1.2 Development of Method.
Main Method- Activity of Body/Haptic Perception.

Explored as a first step in the process was the method of constructing actively
on the own body. With the use of material, approaching the body from different
angles, positions and startingpoints. This could be seen as an entirely open exploration in finding the main aspect of the project. Investigating construction of
dress through directly approaching the body. The method puts the body as the
first step in the process, through the method of dressing the body, and finding
shapes/garments/wearings that can occur from this. Making the construction of
dress into a complete embodied practice of attending to the body with the body.
As mentioned, the approach was kept open in order to find interesting aspects
within the method, and experiments with different focus and starting points
were carried out.
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B.

B.

Exp. 01.

C.

A. - Stepping in and stepping out, getting dressed in piece with already cut holes.
Little focus on the holes, rather the aspect and
ability of stepping through the material.
B. - Wrapping and tying material to bodyparts
brings a closeness to body. Attached positions
on body.
C. - Diagonally dressing the body.
D. - Two pieces that interlace/interact works
well, enables difference in volume when one
part is held and gathered to a flatter one.
Conclusion:This experiment considered rather
”random”, approaching method to find the way.
Interesting aspects being the diagonal dressing
and potentials in two combined pieces. After
stepping through, the material can climb along
the body.

B.

D.
Fig.23. Draping session/experiment
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A.

A.

C.
CUT

B.

E.

D.

E.

E.

Exp. A1.
This experiment is trying out to give more directives as a startingpoint.
A. - Format of piece found through an apprximation of volume arond body, measured as a
circle where reaching, from two directions.
B. - Fabric: Calico.
C. - Marked points for relationship between
right knee, left wrist. Cut from right knee to the
side of piece. Cut as opening, not a hole.
D. - Focus Bodypart: Knee.
Conclusion: The amount of fabric of the piece
became an obstacle, difficult for the body to
find its way, tending to go more into a pile of fabric than defined shape. The cut contour shape
turned didn’t contribute as much, turning out
more random and forced rather than a guide for
the shape.
Some fabric was cut away, making the drape
manageable.
E. - The way of focusing on certain parts of
body considered interesting, enabling fabric to
have a startingpoint or more set position and
from this climbing its way along other parts, in
combination with the cut enabling to dress and
link body from different parts and angles. The
”not dressed” areas or blank spaces found as
important for showing the ways of the dressing
piece.
F. - Elastic being used to point out knee as focus
part, also found valuable in enabling fastening
of the piece, this also an advantage of the black
bodysuit.
Fig.24. Draping session/experiment

F.
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A1.

A2.

Exp. A5.

B.

D.
C.

D.
D.

E.

F.

Instead of cutting the contour as a shape, the size of
pieces are measured towards the body, but the squared
fabric shape kept intact.
A1. - Size from hand to hand, floorlength.
A2. - Upper body size
B. - Fabric: Different structures and colour to contrast
eachother. One jersey piece.
C. - Placement: Material and body startingpoint at the
floor. Material piled on top of eachother. Body on material.
D. - Focus: Cutting for body and bodyparts to find its
ways through material.
Conclusion: The different colours contribute in explaining the relationships to eachother and the way they
dress along the body. Clearly put, how they’re linking
different bodyparts to eachother.
E. - Fabric being piled and chunky towards eacother,
enables volume to build in the construction.
F. - The jersey piece with elastic properties brings in a
closeness to the body, the combination of volume in
material in combination with the jersey alters on bodyaway from body. The elastic has the ability of holding the
woven.
The experiment brings out interesting aspects in terms
of the contrasts and the elasticity, although it might appear messy, with a lot of things going on.

E.
Fig.25. Draping session/experiment
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Exp. C2.

C.
A. B.

D.

E.

E.
F.

G.

Fig.26. Draping session/experiment

G.

G.

34.

Exp. C2.
Experiment with pre-cut geometric shaped holes.
A. - Fabric: Calico and jersey.
B. - Placement: Material on wall. Body placed behind from start.
Conclusion:
C. - Pieces are being draped through the activity of the body.
D. - Material is linked and interlaced instantly, pulling through eachother.
E. - Elasticity of jersey enables new linking between bodyparts. Considered successful.
F. - Amount of fabric making body less present, making the links in the body less visibly clear.
G. - Jersey piece holding weaved piece considered successful.
H. - Jersey piece developed to a tighter version.
The geomethric shapes were considered as a potential way of experimenting, however not as valuable in this project, as the impotance should lay on the body,
and cuts developed directly on or from the body has been found reasonably more logic and relating to the body.

Succesful in linking diagonally by
directly being placed towards body.
Enabling for shape to occur from the
placings.

Fig.27. Analyse of Experiment from session Exp. C2.
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A.
B.

E.

Exp. B1.
Tryout of draping on another person.

C.

A. - Placement: Material and person with startingpoint on chair.
B. - Fabric: Calico.
C. - Focus Bodypart: Upper arm/elbow.
D. - Cuts: curved or circular, cut directly on
body, opening up and following body.

F.

F.

G.

G.

D.

Conclusion:
E. - Tryout with pulling pieces through
eachother in order to link them, expresssion
considered forced and not in activity with body.
F. - Body is dressed through assembling separate
pieces,
G. - Assembling of separate pieces resulting in a
garment being only a ”sleeve” although dressing
the body through amount of fabric.
Working on another in one way good, as the cuts
become clear and defined from the start, which
helps the expression of the shape/s. However,
the piece becomes more blocked and ”placed”
in comparison to working on the own body.
The relationship with the body is not as natural,
more of a distant shape.

Fig.28. Draping session/experiment on another body.

36.

B.
A.

D.

Exp. C2.
Experiment with pre-cut geometric shaped
holes.

C.

A. - Fabric: Calico and jersey.
B. - Placement: Material on wall. Body
placed behind from start.
Conclusion:
C. - Pieces are being draped through the
activity of the body.
D. - Material is linked and interlaced instantly, pulling through eachother.
E. - Elasticity of jersey enables new linking
between bodyparts. Considered successful.
F. - Amount of fabric making body less
present, making the links in the body less
visibly clear.
G. - Jersey piece holding weaved piece
considered successful.
H. - Jersey piece developed to a tighter
version.

Instant drape/shape

F.

E.

The geomethric shapes were considered as
a potential way of experimenting, however
not as valuable in this project, as the impotance should lay on the body, and cuts
developed directly on or from the body
has been found reasonably more logic and
relating to the body.

E.

G.
H.
Fig.29. Draping session/experiment

37.

Conclusion:
These experiments showcase different possibilities within the haptic construction technique and could well serve different aspects of a design research. However,
the core for further development was seen in the possibilities of linking and relating bodyparts together, as an aim of proposing new types of wearing as well as
dress. In order to keep a clear focus on this, the experiments with finding and developing the contours of the fabric (as in exp. 01) was left aside in order for a
focus on the cuts inside of the pieces. However, the limitations of pre-cut (geomethric) shapes (exp. c2) were not considered as contributing for this matter, cuts
made instantly and in relation to the body was preferred(exp a5, exp b1. In terms of positioning of material and body, there was considered no need to put limitations or directives, as that would perhaps confuse the project to be about the room, and not as concentrated on the linking. However, the use of chair or floor
as a helping tool for reaching body from different angles when needed. Other helping tools for the linking and enabling new positions on the body was elastic
bands, as well as the black bodysuit, providing a clean surface to make it visibly clear, as well as enabling to place material anywhere on body.
Important to find these natural yet new relations in body through dress is the matter of constructing on the own body as a first hand agent, the haptic perception
considered key, as the experiments conducted on other people were considered more distant and unclear in terms of the linkings. (exp. b1)
Putting the shape on another persons should be seen as the next step, evaluating and developing by the means of the visual perception.

Fig.30. Analyse from 1st draft Draping sessions/Experiments.
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Linking.
From the method of actively exploring , the interest in the possibility of
building dress from the different linking relationships within the body was
found and considered key for the investigation. Connecting bodyparts
through the material and how it’s taking it’s way along and across the body.

Fig.31. Sketches, possible linking relationships.
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Linking.

Found for this matter was certain different types of linking constructions.
One example of linking bodyparts through material is through cut linking, either through pierced cuts or placed cuts. In pierced cuts, certain parts or part of the
body go or step through the cut. In placed cuts, these are placed along and onto bodyparts, allowing material to climb its way on and along the body.
To explain this further, Fig.32. illustrates a pierced cut linking with the use of calico. What happens is that the material is given the opportunity to link the body
from two sides, front-back, up-down, side-side part of body when stepping through. As well as link parts together in one cut(Fig.33), it also allows for cut to be
attached to specific parts, without the need for sewing a shape that encapsulates the bodypart. The material will be allowed to play freely, though clearly positioned where required.(Fig.34)

Fig.32. Pierced cut

Fig.33. Pierced cut

Fig.34. Pierced cut

Fig.35 Placed cut

Fig.36 Placed cut

Fig.37 Wrap link

Regarding the placed cuts, Fig 34 highlights how the cut can be placed onto body, with the cut opening up the material to wander along the body, and distribute the shape and the movement in material from the body. It can also be a cut hole placed onto body, connecting to a certain part and letting fabric evolve from
there. This type of placed cuts are preferrably used on joints in the limbs, enabling movement.(Fig.36).
Another example is the wrap linking (Fig.37). This technique allows the material to wrap around, over, along and across the body. In contrast to pierced or placed cuts, wrap linking allows for a hugging type of link that holds on to the body, consequently the relationships within the parts will be instantly acknowledged
by the wearer.
In the project, these different types of links can be combined together or being used separately when creating dress.

40.

Elasticity.

Question: What is it about the body?????
Answer: Elasticity. Movements are elastic.
Connecting through elasticity.
The use of elasticity on its own or in combination with woven materials,
builds and links pieces together. With the body and its movements in the
material being elastic, ideas regarding elastic constructions come to mind.
New possibilities in positioning dress on the body are generated as well as
new relationships between body and dress.
This could be seen as the third linking aspect, called connector, which
could be described both as creating a garment as well as being an attaching
aspect, where the scale of the connecter is what makes it into being considered garment or a construction. The connecting parts are divided into
outside connecter, inside connecter or pull through connecter, all of them
being elastic.

Fig.38. Outside connecter

Fig.39. Outside connecter

Seen in Fig. 38 & 39, is an example of the outside connecter, where the elastic piece
is holding onto body and connects the woven parts. The elasticity here allows
for flexibility and a relationship with the body, extending the movement in body
through the flexible construction.

Fig.40. Outside connecter

Fig.41. Inside connecter.

Fig.42. Inside connecter closeup.

In a similar manner the outside connecter
(Fig.40) is adding flexibility to the other material, extending the relationship between
body and material. It can also be seen as an
important marker of direction and bringing
a visual closeness to the body. Whereas in
Fig.41. is an inside connecter, the elasticity
is kept inside, allowing for new startingpoints and positins on the body. A closeup
of how that example could look is shown
in Fig.42. The pull through connecting
aspect differs slightly from the others, and
could be seen as a reversed version of the
outside connecter (fig 38 & 39) in this way
it is the elastic piece which is being held in
place by another. This allows for connecting
garments and provides elasticity along the
Fig.43. IPull through connecter
length. This demonstrated in Fig 43.

41.

3.2 Development & Design Rationale
3.2.1 Step 1: Finding Forms

Criterias for lineup developement: In order to explore the aim and highlight the possibility in the method, it is important to show a difference. In terms of difference in bodyparts connected, composition, placement and amount of material, as well as negative parts of the composition.

Exp. B 3
explores the linking of body through a wrap link around
leg up over body and the arm, it’s a combined wrap link
and placed cut.
An extra layer added to extend the shape.
Sewn on like an extended layering.

Pieces held and connected to arms
through an outside connecter.

42.

Piece reflected and made symmetrical.

Fig.46.

Fig.45.

Fig.47.

Fig.44. Example from experiment B3.

This example was being considered as not sufficient in expressing the aim.
It has the aspects of linking relationship within it, but is not as visibly clear.
(Fig.44). This due the symmetry of the piece, whereas one can see in Fig 45, the
linking is more clear when asymmetrical.
Despite this, the linking through extended layering blurs the expression and
function of the linking (fig 46 & 47). Another aspect of confusion for this piece
is the fold that imitates a lapel (Fig.48).
These types of garment references were being discarded.

Fig.48.

Fig.50.

Successful for the piece is the elastic arm connecter, which is succesful both
in a new and simple way of dressing the arms, as well as being a carrier for
another garment(Fig. 49, 50).
Fig.49.

43.

D.1.1

Experimenting with separate pieces, attempting for
clearer expression, and more developed pieces on its
own.
Assembling layers in outfit in steps.
This experiment focus on a simple rounded cut, piercing with body from different ways.
Most successful in relating arm and leg. Allowing for
distributed volume and movement.

Fig.51. Draping Session

44.

D.1.1
Similar version/relationship

Found similar to Exp. B.1.2,(Fig.52) which also links arm to leg/s.
However this example not as clear in the linkings, as the linking is made through
extended layers. Therefore discarded.

Fig.52.

Fig.53.

This Example has a clearer way of linking arm and
leg through the construction.

45.

D.1.1

Woven
Successful version of the arm-leg linking. Visually clear. Though sligtly
restraining in movement of arm.
Therefore developed in jersey.

Jersey

Fig.54.

Succesful in jersey. Allowing for a developed linking og next leg/knee. Providing a balanced diagonal line. Successfully building a garment with volume from legs to arm.

Fig.55.

Movement

Works well in movement when developed in jersey. Because of
positioning on body, extending the movement.

Fig.56.

46.

D.1.1

Assembling
A

C

B
Fig.57.

Several different pieces were tried out for the assembling. Showcased are versions with different aspects.
A. - Works well in wrapping arm and connecting from one side the other,
though appearing too fragmented, the two pieces not engaging naturally.
B.- Works as a piece on its own, in building from elbow. Discarded for the
composition as it takes over and hides the other piece.
C.- Arm-connecter brought back, and in combination with a bodywrapping
piece building a whole although being clear separate pieces. Works well as a
complete jersey oufit.

47.

Balance

Fig.58.

Fig.59.

Taking away the black bodysuit was tried, and considered the better option. Adding a brief in the same material as the other garment.
When worn without black bodysuit the garments gets a
better closeness to the body and appears less placed on
the body, providing a better integration between body
and dress. More sufficient in answering towards the aim.

48.

D.1.2
Continued draping with separate piece.
Taking a more vertical way on body. Dressing
from front to back, connecting back, arms and leg
and hip in one garment.

Fig.60. Draping Session.

49.

D.1.2

Volume

In terms of volume, the version with a flatter back was chosen. Due to
the closeness to the body, as it provided a better balance to the width
and volume in the garment.

Fig.61.

Assembling

Garment composed with an elastic pull through connecter, Held by garment
1 at knee, wrapping around the body.
The lines in the assembly builds a visual balance.
The symettry in upper part is important in balancing the asymmetry.

Fig.62.

50.

D.1.2

Movement

Extends the movement of the body, due to the amount of fabric, the flexibility in the combined material, in combinatin with the fixed positins on body. At wrists, over back, right hip and left knee.

Fig.60.

51.

D.3
Tryout with elastic
fastened around body,
draping and placing
material.
Successful in dressing
between legs.
Most successful linking
from both arms, enables arm-wearing.

Fig.61. Draping Session

52.

D.3

D.5

Piece developed in jersey. Considered more successful than woven predecessor. Due to arms piercing
throgh fabric, allowing for a flat front because of the elasticity in the material. Allowing piece to climb its
way up over the back as the body pierces the piece. The linking from front to back is successful, and in the
composed amount of material and negative space.

Tried as connecting around legs at back,
though considered better as a non restrained
piece, falling from arms.

53.

D.5

Assembling

Fig.62.

Tryouts with assembling more volumnious pieces were made (Fig.62).
This was considered not as successful as the lines and sharpness in
the garment was being too abstracted. The tightness in bodysuit
considered a successful combination in not destracting, and making
the negative spacings visibly clear. The simplicity was regarded more
contributing in lineup development.

54.

D.8

A

B

A. - Placed cut, creates volume as piece opens
up toward body.
B. - Piece connecting to knee with placed cut,
from there intertwining the legs.
C. - Provides a certain front-wearing through
how the volume is distributed.
D. - Outside connecter connects and enables
the placement of fabric.
Successful in connecting the legs, fabric gets
positioned in harmony with movement of
body. Linking legs with a larger amount of fabric without appearing messy. Balances front/
back.

A

C
C

D
Fig.63. Draping session

55.

D.8

Assembling

Interferring volume

Undefined

Fig.65.

Different assembling were tried, although clear that piece
2 for the look would need to be rather simple and not too
voluminous or fragmented, as it interferred with piece 1.
(Fig.64)

Interferring attentongrabber

Chosen piece (Fig.65) works as a pull through connecter,
wrapping from front to back in a downwards direction.
Interacts through being held by eachothers connecting
pieces. Naturally fills the gaps.

Fragmented

Fig.64.

56.

D.8

Considering harmony in lines

57.

D.8
Movement

Connected parts allows for and enhances flexibility
when in movement.

58.

D.9

Startingpoint from side area of body. Highlighting body from new
placements, with placed cut.
Reintroducing draping directly with two pieces, draping and assembling instantly.
Enables pieces to wrap and interlace on several levels with body.
Focus on building in an upwards direction, in order to complement
and create a variety for lineup.
Garment builds diagonally and around the body.

Creating diagonal wearing

Fig.66. Draping Session.

59.

D.9

Fig.67.

Fig.68.

Fig,67 shows a possible assembly where the two pieces are diagonally and separately layered, calico piece, wraps one leg. Fig 68 shows a suggestion with
a larger amount of fabric, and where the pieces are joined at the placed cut on the side of the body, from there they diagonally take slightly different ways
and wraps body and intertwine eachother. Fig 67 considered fragmented and less integrating, whereas fig 68 was considered succesful in building dialogue
between body and material-material. Constitutes the body as a whole in a good way.

60.

D.9
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Piece providing a dynamic, but however having problems in the
back. Being too undefined and resembling a toga in some ways. The
linking relationship was being blurred.(Fig.69.)
Exchanging the piece to an elastic jersey being the natural solution.
Example statuating the aim and the importance of elastic construction developed for the project. (Fig.70)

Problem
Connects pieces and
arm together in pierced cut in calico

Fig.69.

Jersey; Outside Connecter

Fig.70.

61.

D.9

Adjustments

1: Instead of jersey and woven pieces being attached
together in the hole/cut, the lower part is being opened,
stepping through with leg, between the two layers.
-->Green jersey piece creating sort of a leg, and resulting
in the whole piece getting a better interaction with the
body. Not laying as flat and positioned on the body, but
engaging the bodyparts in a better way.
The stepping through also pulls the hole onto the leg, relating the hole better on the body, shaping itself towards
the body, not as ”placed”, and resting better on the hip.
2: ”Visual underwear” being exhanged from black to a
brief in the same jersey fabric. Not appearing as ”undressed”, integrating the open part of the hole to a continuity
instead of a break.

2

1

1

62.

D.10
Draping with rounded cut piece.
Opening up with cuts towards body, both placed and
pierced.
Trying assembling directly, and working separately.
Providing lines and undressed parts inorder to dress,
good contribution for the lineup.

Fig.71. Draping Session

63.

D.10

Assembling going out of line

Clear example of stepping out and placing on another person too soon. Before the piece was enough developed.

64.

D.10

Rewind & Focus
Acknowledging the succesful aspects of original piece. (Fig. 72)
Interlacing and creating wearing between legs and on
different levels. Providing lines and undressed parts
in order to dress.

Fig.72.

Fig.73.

Piece considerd working best on its own and not in need of added layers or linking with other parts. Clearer focus on the levelling and front/back/in
between linkings when concentrated.
Garment simply prolonged in a wrap around body.(Fig.73)

65.

D.10

The positioning of the garment is focused on the down part of the body and as experiments showed the piece to be most successful when not being too integrated with other pieces, the assembling for the look was made in a divided way.
Creating an assembly that blocks the body in a rather recognizable way (top/down), (Fig. 75)yet in the blocks of the body, highlighting levels and relationships
within. (Fig.75)
This concentrated blocking, shows the potential in the diagonal way of creating dress for the body, presenting an example that grasps towards an applied understanding.
For the top block, different possibilities had been tried, (Fig 74) however the most successful composition was believed to have clear lines & spaces.
Simply wrapping its way around the upper body, and grasping the arm. (Fig.75)

Fig.74.

Fig.75.

66.

D.10

Fig.76. Draping Session

Draping with elastic as the first piece, assembling directly, but elastic being dominant. Woven drapes from
body and elastic.
Many interesting aspects explored. Providing balance between volume and flatter surfaces.

67.

D.10

Reasons for developed choice

The drape was chosen due to it having a clean surface and visual expression at front,
whereas letting out volume at back. Is balanced in holding on/letting go from body.
Opening line in front heightened to provide a cleaner surface and a more dressed
expression. (Fig.77.)
Balances the openings, which are placed for a good movement, and providing an
extended movement when in motion. (Fig.78)

Fig.77.

Fig.78

68.

D.10
Fig.79. Thin viscose elastan rib + light silk weave

Material tryout
Tryout with thin & soft (Fig.79) or heavier jersey piece (Fig.80), in combination with the very light woven silk.
The heavier structure provides a more sharp/defined expression,
however the lighter example considered more successful when reflected
against the lineup.
The softness provided by the piece missing when example is ”sharpened”,
(Fig.80) the difference that the softness (Fig.79) brings is believed to be a
more interesting repetition for the lineup.

Fig.80. Heavier viscose intarsia + light silk weave

69.

D.10
Furthermore, the movement in the piece is considered being best performed in the lighter example, where the movement is being as a natural extension of the
body.(Fig.81). The example with thicker jersey performs the movement more like a brick than a fluidity.(Fig.82.) The fluidity being preferred for the lineup.
Although both works as examples, for the collection lineup the softer being chosen.

Fig.81.

Fig.82.

70.

3.2.2
Step 2: Colour, Material & Finish
Colour Development

In order to strengthen the expression of the linkings, the garments can be
seen as areas of colour, providing different contrasts between the layers.
Can be seen as similar to the colour theories of building shapes and expression with color blocks and shapes as seen in the works by for example artist
Sonja Delaunay (Fig.83), and architect Luis Barragán.(Fig.84 & 85).

Fig.84.

Fig.83.

Sonja Delaunay

Fig.85.

Luis Barragán
71.

Different coloursketches carried out, searching for dynamic in the lineup as well as in the separate outfits.

Pink/red in 1st look makes the impression overall too ”off ”
Disturbing the shapes.

Brown tones in 1st & 5th too much garment referencing.
BlueBlack in 3d considered too hard.

The colours takes too much attention as a group. Too many ”highs” needs more lows.

Worn out & old. Too many yellow tones. Needs a range between more different
colours.

1st good as red. As a group not cohesive, goes in many directions.

Works good, highting pieces, though a greater range of colours preferred.
Fig.86.

72.

Fig.86.

Too sharp contrasts, too many loud
colours.

Too dull & dark, draws attention from the pieces.

Chosen lineup for developement.
Highlghting the shapes and relationships.
Good balance in highs and lows, a range of different colours without interferring with eachother or the shapes. The colours have in common
that they’re clear and not dusted by black pigments, apart from the black and dark blue.

73.

Material Development

As the project has evolved elasticity has become an important aspect whereas it has been of great importance to develop good jerseys for the matter.
A good jersey considered from the parametres of a high elasticity and preferrably a good draping potential.
Found for this matter was the combination of viscose/lycra which has both weigth and a high elasticity, this being developed in a range of different structures
and fullness.
Thin and elastic plain lycra jersey with matte surfaces was also proven succesful for the project in providing high elasticity and clean surfaces.
The material has been sourced as providing diferent structures and contrasts to eachother.
Viscose + Elastan Rib Structures

Lycra Jersey

For the woven fabrics it has been important to find qualities that enhances the shapes, in providing different fluidity and weigth, lightness, and shine. A thick felted wool was brought in as a contrast, and for its ability in building volume.
Habotai thin silk
Satin Viscose weave
Felted wool structures

Fig.87.
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In terms of finish it was found that the project served best potential in reflecting the aim when not being distracted by garment references in terms of details.
This taken on as a factor in finishing, keeping it as clean as possible and evaluating the best finish for each material. In order to provide a sharpness in the finishing of the jerseys, the hems have been glued.
Glued finishing for
jerseys.

Finishing for holes
in jersey

woven finishing for
holes & edges
Elastic solutions for
holes in jersey

Fig.89.

There were som experiments and developments of knitted holes,
though this put aside as it was considered more efficient cutting
the holes by hand, both in being able to control their exact placement and shape, as well as the finish of the knitted holes didn’t
serve a high enough finish and would be a too timeconsuming
side-investigation for the project.
Fig.88.

75.

4. Result

Fig.90.

4.1. Conclusion
The physical result of this investigation consists of a collection of seven looks. The examples presents new ways of not only looking upon dress, but also upon
body, as body and dress integrates in finding and highlighting new relationships within the body. The relationships therefore does not only present new types of
garments but also new types of wearing. In order to find these relationships, a system for constructing dress have been developed, where the shapes are created
by the body with the use of cut linking, wrap linking and connected with elasticity.
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4.2. Images of work.

Fig.92. Look1, Technical Drawing

Top Garment

Separate arm-skirt.

LOOK 1.

Fig.91.

Top Garment wraps around upper body and right arm. Connects
and wraps around left arm through a pierced cut.
Separate piece, armskirt on right arm.
Bottom garment interlaces both legs through cuts, enables a wearing between the legs, interlacing the legs on many levels.

Bottom Garment

77.

4.2. Images of work.
Fig.93. Look1, Details

78.

4.2. Images of work.

Fig.95. Look2, Technical Drawing.

Beige arm-skirt.

LOOK 2.

Fig.94

Look consists of white garment wrapping around body from right
shoulder, via chest, to back and front to leg. Combined with two
types of armskirts, beige big garment connects from left arm to
both legs via pierced cuts. Creates an arm-leg wearing. Yellow
armskirt connects both arms, creating a simple arm-wearing from
mid arm.

Yellow arm-connecter.

Shoulder-leg bodywrapper.
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4.2. Images of work.
Fig.96. Look2, Details.

80.

4.2. Images of work.
Fig.98. Look3, Technical Drawing.

Woven wrapping-garment.

LOOK 3.

Fig.97

Jersey piece connecting body via pierced cuts. Creating wearing
from front to back and on different levels. Works as a connecter for
the woven part, which is being held in place and given flexibility,
while wrapping diagonally over body.

Jersey Connecter.
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4.2. Images of work.
Fig.99. Look3, Details.
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4.2. Images of work.

LOOK 4.

Fig.101. Look 4, Technical Drawing.

Fig.100.

Garment connecting front-back-front, Through Pierced cuts.
Consists of a neck and arm-wearing.
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4.2. Images of work.
Fig.102. Look 4, Details.
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4.2. Images of work.

Fig.104. Look 5, Technical Drawing.

Outer piece.

LOOK 5.

Fig.103.
Outer garment (wool) connects under arms with an elastic, connecting hands
with the use of pierced cuts. Pierced cuts also enabling a front-back wearing
when stepping through with body, and connecting at left knee.
Inner garment works as a pull through connecter, being held at knee, providing flexibility, and wrapping around upper body.

Inner piece.
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4.2. Images of work.
Fig.105. Look 5, Details.
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4.2. Images of work.

Fig.107. Look 6, Technical Drawing.

Jersey diagonal wrapper

Fig.106.

LOOK 6.

Woven piece

Two pieces integrating in dressing the body, front-back -up-down.
Jersey garment connecting at shoulder, wrapping diagonally around body.
Being held at waist by connecter in the woven piece, as well as right knee.
Woven piece wrapping diagonally downwards from hip and between legs,
placed cut at right knee, pierced cut at left knee.
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4.2. Images of work.

Fig.108. Look 6, Details.
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4.2. Images of work.

Fig.110. Look 7, Technical Drawing.

Woven Part

Partly joint hole.

Jersey Part

LOOK 7.

Fig.109.

Integrating knitted piece and woven piece, partly sewn together at hole on hip.
Leg stepping through the opening in hole. making jersey wrap around right
leg. Integrating from between legs to back, over shoulder and connecting
through pierced cut at right arm. Woven piece climbs from the joint hole, over
chest, down to back and being connected by jersey part at right arm.
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4.2. Images of work.

Fig.111. Look 7, Details.

90.

4.3 Discussion

In a matter of reflection, the investigation discussed for this report could
be seen as a wheel. It has been a circular and continuing process rather
than a more linear one which might be constituted by a posed question
with a following search for the answer. Instead the aim for this work was
founded in the method, which
has been an ongoing dialogue between material and the body in motion.
In this dialogue it became clear that there could be more possibilities in
the relationships within the body than what is being represented through
dress. Although works are dealing with a change of order in the expression and function of dress, it was stated that they constantly refer to the
way classic patternmaking has taught us about the body. There the aim
could be founded, approaching the change of order by instead letting the
body teach us about what dress can be.
When evaluating the outcome of the work it can be stated that several
parallell results have been found. It has resulted in a lineup of seven
silhouettes which reflects the aim of exploring the potentials in linking
of bodyparts in composing a new relationship between body and dress.
Presenting a range of garments consisted of different linking relationships
and a difference in the composition of material on, around and between
the bodyparts in order to explore the divergence of the method as well as
the body. The fundamental understanding of the body as an elastic being,
which has been present throughout the process, is being translated in the
visual expression of the lineup. By the use of elastic material, placement
of material as well as the positionings of no material, the elasticity of the
body is being present in every garment.
Another aspect that is very present when viewing the garments in motion is the creation of movement. Or rather the extension of the bodily
movement. The method is constructing from an active body in motion,
however the work should not be seen as an investigation in movement
as such. Rather could it be seen as an effect of the investigation, a natural
dialogue and answer from the elastic body.

That stated, an important result found along the way is thereby the implication of
elastic construction, developed from being simply a tool for sketching, which later
on was being understood as an essence in providing the new positions for wearing.
Separating the physical outcome of this very project, the matter of the wearing
through these elastic constructions may well be used and explored from different
aspects in dress. This could with advantage be implied into the construction of any
kind of classical garment, as it has a great opportunity in extending the expression
and function of dress. Perhaps projects that could benefit from elastic constructions
could range from as well conceptual works exploring relationships between body
and dress, deconstruction of dress, or investigations within functional wear.
Not least for the discussion of result, there is also the method which should be
argued as a result in itself. Connecting back to the definitions of practice-led research, where the possibility in what to be considered a design result could be the
actual making, the method of the process as well as the produced outcome. As they
are both carriers and possible producers of knowledge(Mäkelä 2007). Might this
view of the practice be one of the fundamentals for the initiation of change in the
man-made world? If the practice, as Haseman(2006) argues would be considered
performative, there might be even more room for ways upon looking at the activities of the design practice and how they could be presented and evaluated. For this
project, there could be from that point of view that the presented outcome would be
a live construction session, performed as proof for itself.
Looking at other possibilities for discussing and presenting the work, one might
also find it valuable to take out the actual body from the context. Presenting the garments as pieces on their own, however still having a presence of and dialogue with
the body through shapes and cuts and holes that are directly related to the body.
This may provide an interesting addition in the understanding of the body and its
relationships within. (Fig.112 & 113).
In terms of interpreting the looks into a more commercialized context, it might be
slightly difficult, as the fixed understanding of how dress looks like, on a hanger and
how it should relate to the body are so deeply rooted. Though this contradiction
is one of the main interests of the work, and the existence of these garments that
expresses new links within the body could hopefully serve for a change of view for
those fixed ideas about body and dress.
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Fig.112. Context tryout without the body

Fig.113. Context tryout with mirrored body
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